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Vietnam war not key issue
in 72 elections-Goldwater
By Jack O'Brrxa
Sen Barry M Goldwater iR-Ahz >
said last niftht that the Vietnam war is
not a key issue of the 1972 presidential
campaign
Speaking before about 1.000 persons
in the Grand Ballroom. Union. Goldwater said Vietnam is only part of the
major issue of the United States as the
world's number one power.
The prevailing issue. I think, is who
are we. where are we going and can we
afford it." Sen. Goldwater said
The 1964 Republican presidential
nominee also discussed the Watergate
episode, the Pentagon Papers,
amnesty, the defense budget and aid to
Israel.

Senator Barry M. Goldwater

SPEAKING IN HIS 27th state in the
last five weeks. Sen. Goldwater
blamed the North Vietnamese for the
delay of peace in Vietnam.

Goldwater said he didn't think the
proposed cease-fire agreement would
have any effect on the Nov 7 presidential election
"Frankly, as a politician. I wish it
would have come long ago." the
Senator said
"I'm convinced in a relatively few
days it will happen." he added

military victory because it would have
meant a longer lasting peace, added
the Sena tor
Commenting on the defense budget.
Goldwater said he didn't think the
United States could cut the budget at
the present time In fait, it may even
go up$10 billion in the future, he said,
he said

GOLDWATER SAID this was the
sixth time the United States has
offered the same peace proposal to end
the war.
It is only because I'anoi will not
agree to key terms such as the
governing of South Vietnam that the
cease-fire agreement remains unsigned, the Senator said
"Militarily North Vietnam can't last
more than a month," he said. "Our
bombing in May destroyed the supplies
they built up since November. 1968 "
"I would have rather seen a clear cut

"I'M OPPOSED to classification of
government papers as much as you.
he said while discussing the Pentagon
Papers.
However. Goldwater said he is not
for total elimination of classified
government information, but stressed
that an updating in the classification
system must take place
In response to a question on the
Watergate bugging affair. Goldwater
said. "Not one charge on a Republican.
"If Ihev. the Democrats, can bring

proof that it was members of the
Republican Party that did it. Ill be the
first one to raise hell about Watergate." he added
GOLDWATER said he didn't want to
see amnesty granted to draft dodgers
because they don't have to serve in the
first place They could have taken the
conscientious objector route as an
alternative, he said.
Goldwater said the young student
vote is divided into two groups -the
college young group in favor of the
Democrats and the college graduates,
heavily Republican.
The senator said he won't be surprised if President Nixon sweeps all 50
states in the election. Every poinl that
Nixon goes over 58 per cent popularity
would be a big plus for the Republican
candidates running for the House and
Senate, he added

Schmitz blasts Nixon strategy
By Fred R. Ortlla
American Party (API presidential
candidate John 0. Schmitz yesterday
said the United States is "ahead of
schedule on the road to George
Orwell's'ISM'."
Speaking in the Grand Ballroom.
Union, lameduck US Rep Schmitz of
California told a crowd of about 300
that "President Nixon Is bringing us
faster to a totalitarian state than anyone in history."

"And if you think I'm here to build up
(Democratic nominee George I
McGovern, you're wrong." Schmitz
said "He's so far left, he's in danger of
falling off the world."
SCHMITZ. THE FIRST Catholic
member of the far-right John Birch
Society to be a presidential candidate,
outlined "the march to totalitarianIsm" the country is taking
"Wage and price controls never
solved inflation," Schmitz said. "It's

Pass/no record plan
fails faculty approval
By Kay Woods
The University faculty failed to pass
a proposal which would establish a
pass no record grading system in
English 111-112
The final vote was 218 favoring the
proposal and 220opposed.
Failure of the proposal came
following the tally of a second series of
ballots which had been distributed to
the marketing department The
marketing department had not
received ballots on the first vote which
hadbeentakenOct.il.
Dr. Wallace Pretzer. member of the
ad hoc committee on the English proposal, said although the proposal had
failed, he would resubmit it to the
senate
I'M ENCOURAGED to think of
resubmitting it. I would like to resubmit it yet this quarter. Because of the
close vote, a proposal of this nature is
worth reconsidering," Dr Pretzer
said.
"I think we would submit it more
clearly to the Faculty Senate this time
by saying we would like to have this
evaluative system on a trial basis
instead of on an experimental basis
because the word experimental means
different things to different people."
One of the objections to the measure

had concerned the word "experiment"
as applied to the proposal The English
department had interpreted it to mean
a trial period but others had interpreted it in the scientific sense. Dr.
Pretzer said.
DR. WILLIAM KIRBY. also a member of the ad hoc committee and an
opponent of the proposal, said he
objected to the proposal because he
"felt it was sprung on us (faculty)
without warning and I think a lot of
people, including myself, don't think
this proposal should apply to English
112
"I personally wouldn't object to it
being applied to 111."
Dr. Pertzer said the proposal would
have benefited the poorer writer by
giving him a chance to take the course
until he became proficient in composition without being penalized with
either an F or a U on his grade record.
The proposal would have changed the
grading system to one similar to S/U.
However, instead of using a g'ade of U,
the no record system would have kept
any mark from appearing on the student's transcript if he did not meet the
course requirements.
Dr. Pretzer said. "I can see every
reason to resubmit the proposal. Quite
clearly the faculty was rather divided
on the matter."

like a boiling kettle Nixon is putting
more pressure on the lid and you can't
solve the problem unless you tum off
the heat.
"All he (Nixon l cares is that it blows
after Nov. 7," Schmitz said Totalitarian countries have it iwage and
price control I They want to control
you."
Schmitz called all the other presidential candidates "socialists who want to
use the government to distribute the
wealth to the people."
HE SAID THE Soviet Union provided
90-99 per cent of war supplies to North
Vietnam. The way he would end the
war would be to cut off trade with a
country that supplies the enemy.
The candidate called the current
peace offerings "surrender" and
"backstabbing," adding he predicted a
month ago this would happen.
"I know Nixon and the real President
i Henry I Kissinger." Schmitz said
"They're the type of people who would
pull something like this If the American people fall for it. they deserve four
more years of Nixon."
"WE'VE MADE A deal with the

By Pail Lehman
The University has made no
apparent attempt to increase its percentages of minority employees,
according to a six-year employment
analysis conducted by Vivian M
Lawyer, director of the Office of Equal
Opportunity
"University employment for minorities has consistently remained al
approximately three to four per cent
for the past six years," the analysis
report said.
Similarly, the ratio of women
employed by the University has
fluctuated over the years by only 4.54
percent.
The highest participation of female
employees was 49.77 per cent in 1971

Pact signing date passes

Today. Paris time, was set by the
North Vietnamese as the date to sign a
peace pact, but White House press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler said yesterday "we would not sign such an agreement until the conditions are right."

HANOI AND its Viet Cong allies continued yesterday insisting that Kissinger agreed to sign by today and said
the American refusal was bad faith,
even though the United States has indicated more consultations are needed
with South Vietnam as well as North
Vietnam.
Officials said there was as yet no
word from Hanoi when it would be
ready for the next round of talks.
Kissinger said last week the time and
place for such a session was up to
North Vietnam.
Criticism of the tentative settlement, which would end the fighting
within one day of a signing and bring
home all American forces in conjunc-

SCHMITZ SAID HE couldn't understand why so many conservative
Republicans are going for Nixon,
adding it was "like Indians enjoying a
John Wayne movie."
"One-fourth of the entire national
debt has been run up by Nixon."
Schmitz said. "This is conservative?"
He also blasted abortion, gun control
and co-existence with the Communists.
Schmitz said the three American
Party planks are:
-Never go to war unless you want to
win;
-Those who work should live better
lives than those who don't;
-Treat your friends better than those
who are your enemy.

Hmmimm by <*•!<• J. fvik«r
U.S. Roprosantative John G. Schmitz and wife

Minority employment analyzed

Hanoi claims 'bad faith'

WASHINGTON i API - The chance of
signing a Vietnam peace by today's
deadline set by Hanoi apparently has
passed, but American officials still say.
an accord will be reached, and soon
The optimism was expressed even as
presidential advisor Henry A.
Kissinger sat in his White House office,
far from the final meeting he says is
necessary to wrap up details blocking
the signing of the agreement.

former enemy and are shoving the deal
down our former ally's throat."
Schmitz called Nixon a "Pavlovian
scientist," saying the President found
he can say one thing to people and do
something completely different The
people accept what Nixon says and not
what he does. Schmitz said.
"All he has to do is keep a couple of
conservatives in the tent and he can
move as far left as he wants," he said.

tion with the release of U.S. prisoners
in the following 60 days, continued as
well from Saigon.
In an often sarcastic broadcast, the
official Saigon radio said North Vietnam was trying to get a quick agreement from President Nixon "in return
for a few ballots."
SPEAKING FOR President Nguyen
Van Thieu. the broadcast said any U.S.Hanoi settlement "will be worthless"
if he does not sign it, and he has no
intention of approving the current,
tentative agreement.
The State Department said it does
not share Saigon's assessment of the
situation nor of Hanoi motives.

The lowest total (45.23 per cent I
appeared in 1972
"This shows there has been no conscientious effort to carry out an affirmative action program to increase the
percentage of minorities," Lawyer
said
FINDINGS OF the survey have been
reported to government sources in the
Department of Health. Education and
Welfare. Because the University is a
federal contractor, it is obligated to
report this information.
Responsibility for researching this
report has been handed down from the
president's office through the vice
president for administration and the
Personnel Services area to the Office
for Equal Opportunity.
Lawyer said." My job now is to come
up with a program:
-"To increase participation of
minorities on campus;
--"To increase participation of
women in certain areas;
--"To get certain promotions for
qualified positions i irregardless of
race, sex or origin)."
The magnitude of the job categories
diminishes the accuracy of the statistics. Lawyer said. For example, the
category of professionals included all
faculty from full professors to graduate assistants.
Therefore. 25 Oriental professionals
could all conceivably be full-time
professors, all graduate assistants or
any combination thereof.
DESPITE THE inadequacies of the
employment analysis. Lawyer pulled
several recommendations from he
results:
"--The dean of the Firelands Campus
should make efforts to increase the

minority participation rate in all categories. (The Firelands Campus has no
minority employees at all and male
professionals at the branch campus
outnumber females three to one);
'-The president, provost and vice
presidents should make efforts to
promote from within the available
female employees who are qualified
for officials and managers positions
(i.e. deans, department heads and
director of programs);
-The vice presidents, deans and the
vice provosts should make efforts to
increase the participation and/or distribution of minorities and women."
Lawyer outlined special areas of concern, including the absence of blacks

in sales workers, cralts workers and
laborers categories. No women are
currently employeed as crafts
workers The University also has no
Spanish-American employees in officials and managers, technicians, sales
workers, office and clerical and crafts
workers categories
Representation for both women and
black minority groups in officials and
managers and professional positions
within the University is deficient.
Priority action in the Office of Equal
Opportunity deals with conducting an
in-depth analysis of all job categories.
Lawyer indicated that this intensified look into specific areas would
better outline the University's deficiencies.

Proposed city charter
will be voted on today
The special election for the proposed Bowling Green city charter will
be held today.
The charter, which would call for a home-rule form of administration,
was drawn up by a charter commission elected last year.
Under the charter, the city government would retain the mayor-council
working relationship, but a municipal administrator would be appointed
to an indefinite term by the mayor with the approval of city council
The proposed charter would also stagger the four-year terms of the
three councilmen at large. Ward councilmen would retain their two-year
terms.
In addition, many city departments would be revamped to avoid duplicated efforts.
Both the Republican and Democratic committees of Bowling Green
have endorsed the proposed charter.
A Bowling Green precinct map with polling places listed can be found
on page four.
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income tax
Wr urge all students and townspeople to vote "no"' next week
on Issue Two. the proposed constitutional amendment to repeal
the graduated state and corporate income taxes.
The amendment will also provide that any income tax levied by
the state must be a flat rate tax. and must be voted on by a
majority of voters in an election.
A no' vote will retain the graduated income and corporate
taxes These taxes are necessary because of the immediate and
future needs of students and state residents.
If the tax is repealed, the immediate drawback for students
takes the form of an increase in tuition at state-supported universities across the state.
At this University, officials have said $1.2 million will be lost if
the income tax is cut off. This will have to be made up either in
tuition, a cut in University programs, or both.
The Ohio Board of Regents has said the repeal of the income
lax threatens "a cruel combination" of (a) drastically increased
tuition charges to students; (b) a further ceiling on the number
of students who can be afforded the higher educational
opportunity now guaranteed understate law; and (c) cutbacks of
teaching staff available for classroom instruction.
II the tax is repealed, the state legislature must convene to
ilccide how to distribute its remaining money (sales tax), and
how to replace the money lost by the income tax.
The feeling among University and student leaders is that
higher education will lose a significant amount of money when
the redistribution process takes place, and will signal the
beginning of using other ways to support higher education.
It is doubtful that state aid to higher education will further
increase, making Gov. Gilligan's Ohio Plan or former Chancellor
ol the Hoard of Regents John Millett's plan look like the next
method Ol financing our education.
Lower income taxpayers stand the most to lose from passage
MI (he repeal
The basic principle behind the graduated income tax is also the
rains) method of taxing the state's income earners.
People arc taxed according to their ability to pay under the
current income tax structure.
This means the people in the state, no matter how much they
earn, pay proportionally the same amount of dollars in income
tax
Under the sales tax or flat rate income tax, which would
replace the current income tax, people in lower income brackets
would pay proportionally more of their income than those in
higher income brackets

special charter for bg city
By Dr. Charles A. Barrel!
Gaest Colamalil
Studenl voters in Bowling Green can
strike a blow for reform in the city by
going to the polls today and voting for
the proposed charter in this special
election.
Those locally registered who live in
the dorms must go to the Ridge Street
School on Ridge Street before 6 30 p.m.
in order to vote An ad in today's BG
News gives the various voting places
for students registered here and living
off campus in various sections of town
What's in it for you' Plenty. Let's
take a look al the proposed charter
developed during the past year by a
commission ot representative citizens.
i One member. Al Baldwin, was until
recently a BOStl student and is under
25 years of age Others came from the
ranks of business, labor, the
professions,
women.
SpanishAmericans, etc.. etc I
THE OFFERED charter is tailored
in hi Howling Green, It would give us
"KoTIM Rule.'' which means thai the
city would tor the first time have a
special charter of its *n instead of the
handed down provisions »l the Ohio
Revised Code, which apply lo all cities
which do nol exercise the option of
adopting their own document for
governance of the municipality
In other words, approval of a charter

for us involves decentralization, or
removal of government by remote
control.
In this, as in any proposed
constitution or charter, the legislative
body is the subject of one of the first
articles. Article II provides for a
council of three members at large and
one from each ward, the current
pattern.
At present there are four wards and
so there are now. and would be in the
immediate future, seven councilmen.
But wards and thus councilmen can
be added under the charter. Areas
heavily populated by students and
others could conceivably acquire
additional representatives. A student
councilman in the future is a distinct
possibility.
OTHER REFORMS decree that
terms for the members at large would
be staggered ones of four years (a
change aimed at conserving some
experience on the body I, while ward
councilmen would serve, as now. for
two years only land thus remain
subject to frequent overturn and more
responsiveness to the changing moods
of voters).
Under the charter, council would
elect its own president from the
membership instead of having him
elected independently by the voters as
al present.
New powers for the council would be

to conduct an audit of finances and
more broadly to investigate executive
officers or employees through use of
subpoenas.
Since the judiciary is entirely a state
system in Ohio, the other articles of
the proposed charter pertain to
executive and administrative officers
and functions and to miscellaneous
matters.
The mayor will have a four-year
term and the incumbent will complete
his present term if the charter is
adopted.
The latter is true also for other
municipal officers. L'owever, the
mayor would appoint, in the future, to
an indefinite term the currently
elected solicitor I to be be called city
attorney i and auditor I to be called
director of finance), subject to
confirmation by council.
THE TREASURER, who now has
minimal duties, would have his office
combined with that of director of
finance, and therefore abolished
Under the charter, removal of either
the city attorney or director of finance
by the mayor has to be approved by
council
These two officers would head
departments of city government. Other
departmental designations are safety,
public works and utilities.
Any others would be left to council's
determination
through
an

Ksum&sr -

You and the stale need money generated by the current income
lax in carry on basic services and functions.
A "no vote on Issue Two is theonlv wav to serve this purpose
well

convention
Issue One- the necessity of calling a convention to revise the
stale constitution of Ohio-will be on the ballot next Tuesday and
we hope lo see its defeat.
A majority vole for the issue will require the election of 99
delegates on a non-partisan ballot who will meet at the
convention
Before casting their ballot on this issue, we ask voters to consider the win th ol this convention.
It will lake a healthy chunk out of taxpayers' money lo finance
the election of the 99 delegates.
And amendment procedure can be used to obtain revisions in
in additions lo the constitution.
Vre there revisions being proposed that cannot he achieved
through the amendment process or that will be worth the effort
and cost of the convention'.'
we think ihe slate could use this money in a more effective and
worthwhile manner (for example, stale servicesi than pouring it
into a constitutional convention.
We ask voters to consider the value of Issue One and not cast
their voles lor it just to show lb/' state of their awareness of the
issue' I Bertha Younkin. chairperson of the League of Women
Voter s Constitution Committee) and their approval of its reappearance on the ballot every 20 vears.
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have a truly Intelligent understanding
of the issue
1 would hope ihal all Students will
look at tins issue [or themselves and
lind out what is at slake, what il will
mean lo their pocket hooks, paychecks,
etc
1 heard one Student on your
campus I I'm visiting from Kent)
express the opinion that Issue 2 does
not affed hint It affects his parents
WRONG!!
In another year or two that student
will be out on his or her own possibly
married, possibly in Ihe market lo buy
a house or ear or farm or van. and then
Issue 2 will be very important lo him Ihe state lax he blindly supported will
have a little more meaning

you. and what the alternatives are to
Issue 2.
A little off the subject, but I was
shocked lo see that some University
offices are displaying signs denouncing
Issue 2.
1 am not surprised at the signs'
content—everyone knows the state
universities are against Issue 2 and
want that extra cut of money land has
anyone considered that last year the
universities survived without a state
tax, because there wasn't one. yet this
year they are saying that if the tax is
defeated, the universities will go
bankrupt Greedy.).
The sign itself is understandable
However, my concern is that the sign,
which appeared in a prominent
administrative office, did not give any
information as to what Issue 2 is or
why the office is advocating defeat.
Frankly, in a high ranking office, this
seems a little heavy handed.
WHEN DEALING with a political
and economical issue such as this, it
seems that an educative office would
take another magic marker and take
the time to do a little explaining—there
are tuition-paying students who would
be interested in knowing the reasons
why. and that is not too much to be
asked for.
Poor as it sounds, such signs give the
veiled implication that the powersih.it-he are hoping that uninformed
voters will pick up the cue and put an X

vote won't be ignored

Business Staff
business manage.
advertising manager
sales manage,

I would like lo urge all students at
Howling Green who are voting this
November lo carefully and thoroughly
consider Issue 2 which will apppear on
the ballot
It is a crucial, irrevocable issue and
as yet. I have heard very few students
(or anyone else lor Ihal mailer) who

PERHAPS HE will be very sorry
that he did nol lake Ihe time to
investigate the issue when he hail a
chance Howling Green has an Office of
Voter Facilitation, and this facility
should be used by students to find out
just what the issues are in this
election, including Issue 2
Find out how il will affect you. what
it will do for you. what it will lake from

Editorial Staff
•*•••
managing editor
news editor
editorial editor
makoop editor
spo.ts editor
photo editor
copy editor
entertainment editor

Leirers
study effects of issue 2
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We have all experienced four years
of government under Nixon, years that
were marked on the one hand by
improving relations with communist
governments and by scientific "leaps
for mankind." and on the other hand by
msensitivity to dissent as well as
sabatoge. wiretaps, infringement on
the rights of a free press, regressive
appointments to ihe Supreme Court
and the flagrant invasion of Cambodia
and IJOS without consulting the
Congress or the American people.
We have participated in
demonstrations that were ignored. We
have walked in peaceful marches that

have been ignored. We have written
letters that have been ignored. Our
VOTE will NOT be ignored!
We believe McGovem will listen and
work for change; as his record
indicates.
We are tired of Nixon's rhetoric and
Secretary of Secrets Kissinger's
diplomatic manueverings. We don't
want nor can any of us afford another
four years of Richard Nixon.

June Siegel
. Anne Hummer
2353 ViN High Street
Columbua, Ohio

in the "no" square on election day
without ever questioning the
consequences.
And there ARE consequences.
I am not advocating that BGSU take
it upon itself to educate every student
and faculty-staff member of the pros
and cons of Issue 2. but simply that
administrative offices lor any other
University office) involved in
politicking of this kind add two
sentences:
Issue
2
says

Bowling
Green University is supporting its
defeat because
Not a gigantic task. And there are
reasons to vole "YES" on Issue 2. too.

Marsha L'ikler
Kent. Ohio

administrative code. Only the heads of
finance, law and utilities require
confirmation of the mayor's
appointments and removals by council.
The public utilities department
would continue, under the charter, to
be governed by an appointive board
which, in tum, would appoint its
employees. A new provision would
require a majority vote of the electors
in order to sell, lease, etc., any
municipally-owned utility.
Other boards and commissions
authorized by the charter are the
planning commission, the board of
zoning appeals and the civil service
commission.
The latter is covered by the
applicable laws of Ohio except that, for
a vacancy to be filled by appointment
or promotion, the commission certifies
the three highest persons who have
qualified, and one of them must be
chosen.
THE HEART OF the charter is the
relation of the mayor and
administrator In fact, the type of city
government proposed is the mayoradministrator one. a variety of the
mayor-council form.
In other words, the commission does
not recommend fbr Bowling Green the
council-manager lor city-manager)
form of government in which the
manager is chosen by and directly
responsible to the council.
The mayor in such a system is a
mere figurehead. Instead, the
commission suggests retention of the
mayor-council plan to which we are
accustomed, but provides for its
strengthening.
Many cities utilize the mayor in the
legitimate political capacity of leader
and policy maker, and have a
professional administrator to supply
expertise and to implement policies
developed by mayor and council I who
are directly elected by and responsible
lo the people for overall government).
The administrator's role is similar to
that of our present safety-service
director. He would be appointed by the
mayor with the approval of council and
would be removable by the mayor
under certain safeguards that protect
him against arbitrary action
The administrator acts in the name
of the mayor to fill in the details and
apply the technical know-how for a
program the mayor develops in broad
outline and for which he secures
council's and the public's support.
MISCELLANEOUS but important
articles of the charter are concerned
with initiative, referendum and recall,
and the nominations and elections.
The power of electors lo remove any
elective officer from office by a recall
election is a new one not now
possessed by the voters of Bowling
Green.
Students could use this against
hostile officials. (They successfully
opposed anti-student mayors in
Columbus. Ohio, and Bloomington.
Indiana.)
Unchanged are the present
regulations governing the operations of
political parties, nominations and
elections, except in order to
accommodate them to charter
specifications as to the election of
councilmen. etc.
The charter is supported by the local
committees of both the Democratic
and Republican parties, so is nonpartisan II also has the endorsement
of Ihe trustees of the chamber of
commerce, the Promote Bowling
Green Committee, the city council, the
League of Women Voters, and The BG
News.

secret election plan
"Mister President. Mister
President. I must have a word with
you."
"How many times do I have to tell
you Henry, you can call me Dick.
Remember. I don't have to use my
office to get your vote."
"Yes Dick, I haven't forgotten the
favors you have done for me. But. I
must tell you about the latest polls.
McGovem is now trailing by only a few
points in the key states of the election.
Isn't it time we started to campaign?"
"Relax Henry, the election is still
mine, I just won't win by a very large
margin."
"But Dick, you don't understand the
severity of the situation. I've even
heard a rumor that you are too ill to
campaign. It's making some of our
staunches! supporters feel uneasy.
"YOU KNOW, SUM is valuable as
protection against assassination, but if
you're really sick, maybe we ought to
think about replacing him with
someone the people have faith in. I'm
certain we could find incidents in his
past that would justify taking him off
the ticket."
"No Henry, it's too late for that! And

what's this about not campaigning''
I've been preparing for this election
ever since I took office. You should at
least remember why I decided to
recognize China and visit the Soviet
Union. I've been campaigning; we're
just not calling it that."
"OK Dick, I realize you've been
campaigning. Remember, you briefed
me before your Supreme Court
nominations that most Americans are
racially biased, and would applaud
your decision to put Sambo in his place
"And don't forget your decision to
continue to escalate the war. I was
there when Melvin said that
Americans don't like to lose whether
they are playing basketball, chess, or
war."
"Now Henry, are you satisfied with
my campaign strategy?"
"An appeal to racism and to the
winning spirit. What can be more
American than that? Dick. I do have
one suggestion, however. Lets call it
your SECRET ELECTION PLAN!'
You know bow much the people like
secrets."
Jim Kellar
Department of Experimental Studies

To..doy,
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Vetoes two bills aiding elderly

Nixon signs welfare measure

mmmU

Drum
beaf

Th« drumm.r el th« Don HlH band **plain. i*thniqu* to a
group of high school and college drummer* at a clink teuton
held Sunday in the Grand Ballroom, Union.

WASHINGTON (AP) •
Wrapping up work on scores
of bills passed in the closing
days of Congress. President
Nixon announced yesterday
he is signing a 16-billion
Social Security-and-welfare
measure but vetoing two
bills aimed at helping the
elderly
The White House,
releasing three presidential
statements, said Nixon completed action on a backlog of
legislation by deciding on
the two pocket vetoes while
agreeing to sign 60 other
measures.
Altogether. Nixon has
pocket-vetoed 11 bills passed
In the closing days of the
1V72 session. Administration
sources said these actions
would forestall spending of
about t>60 million in the
current fiscal year that ends
next June 30

Constitution and by-laws.
Miller was recommended
for the vice president's post
by Jeff Sherman. SBO president, and approved by the
Steering Committee
MILLER SAID his office
hours will be from 3 to 5
p m Monday through Friday at the SBO off ices

Larry Solomon, sophomore i A&S) had been acting
vice president until last
night
A measure passed by the
Steering Committee prevented the person who was
acting vice president from
being nominated to the
permanent position.
In other action. SBO

BSU flyers questioned
By Jim Carey
Staff Reporter
Flyers urging students to
vote for three black Homecoming candidates on a
Black Student Union I BSU)
ticket might cause a violation of Homecoming campaign regulations. Jim
Cowles. coordinator of the
homecoming
elections
board, said yesterday
The flyers asked students
to vote for Linda Davis,
sophomore, who was named
queen last Friday night, and
two attendants. Marcia
Keith, junior lEd I and Sara
Wright, freshman iKd i
According to campaign
regulations given to all the
candidates. All campaign
material will be distributed
by the elections board
Personal campaigning only
may be conducted No newspaper, radio, television,
printed, and or other type of
advertising will be per
milled "
THE

REGULATIONS

saia all campaigning must
be cleared through the elections board, and any violations would result in a disqualification
'if the flyers do list the
names of the candidates, it
would be illegal and a violation of the campaign regulations." Cowles said
Violations of homecoming
election procedures were to
be filed with the elections
board no later than last
Friday at noon, according to
the campaign regulations.
The
flyers
were
reportedly issued during
election hours last Thursday
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

George Miller, newly
appointed vice president of
the Student Body Organization I SBO I and legal advisor
and spokesman of the Black
Student Union, said he knew
nothing about the flyers.
"THE BLACK Student
Union did not make a statement and did no action to
that effect,'' Miller said.
He said he is confident the
candidates were not aware
of the flyers
"We intend to make an
investigation and find out
what happened. Someone
probably did it as a favor."
Miller said

approved the following
amendments to the SBO
Constitution and by-laws
-The person who is
Bowling Green's representative to the Advisory
Board to the Governor must
be a student The ruling will
take effect winter quarter.
-Any
recommendations
the student representative
to the governor's advisory
board takes to the governor
must be approved first by
the Steering Committee
THE FIRST amendment
was passed because Dennis
Kelly, the present Bowling
Green student representative on the governor's
advisory board is currently
not a student.
There was some confusion
earlier in the quarter over
whether or not Kelly could
serve on the board even
though he was not a student
There was no provision in
the SBO Constitution or bylaws saying he could not
Kelly plans to enroll here
next quarter, and will be
able to maintain his position
on the board.

B.A. building dedicated
The University's $2 3 million College of
Business Administration Bldg was officially
dedicated Friday
Joseph F. Ogg. assistant to the director of
public works for the slate of Ohio, presented
the building to Ashel G. Bryan, vice chairman of the University Board of Trustees.
Prior to the dedication. Dr. Alan C. Filley.
professor of management at the University
of Wisconsin, spoke at a luncheon
Talking about new directions in education

a new institute to do research on the problems ol
the aging Of these measures. Nixon said
"Both authorize unbudgeted and excessive expenditures and would also
require duplications or fragmentations of effort which
would actually impair our
effort to serve older Americans more effectively."
The President said the
proposed amendments to the
OMer Americans Act would
authorize more than $2
billion of lederal spending
over a three-year period
BERNARD

for business and administration. Dr Filley
said the future holds a shift in the structure
of formal education
He said concern will center on alternatives
to meet individual needs rather than the
rejection of tradition.
Among the guests attending the ribbon-cutting ceremonies was Ralph G. Harshman.
first dean of the College of Business Administration and University president from 196163

E.

NASH.

executive director of the
American Association of
Retired Persons and National Retired Teachers
Association, said older
Americans agree with the
need for fiscal responsi
bility. "but we do not agree
that programs which deal in
basic human needs should be
arbitrarily slashed while
subsidies to wealthy
farmers and loan guarantees
for major corporations go
unchallenged "
Democratic presidential
nominee George McGovern
told newsmen in Pittsburgh
that the vetoes contradict
Nixon's earlier promises to

expand programs of aid
The Social Security and
welfare bill provides benefits for the needy aged, the
disabled, widows and many
other groups
IT ALSO RAISES payroll
taxes to finance the benefits
and contains cutbacks in the
Medicaid program for the
poor designed to save $790
million a year
This bill, said Nixon.
contains many improvement! and expansions ol the
Social Security, Medicare
and Medicaid programs
which this administration
recommended and is proud
to bring into reality

newsnoTes
Disruption

George Miller named
vice president of SBO
George Miller, senior
HA > was named vice
president of the Student
Body Organization iSBOi at
last night's Steering
Committee meeting
SBO also approved a resolution opposing the repeal
of the current state income
tax. and passed a number of
amendments to the SBO

NIXON SAID 59 other bills
on his approved list included
one to increase help for
minority business enterprises, to allow greater
benefits to Vietnam war prisoners and the survivors of
those who are missing in
action, to provide federal
loans to help railroads
restore damage caused in
June by tropical storm
Agnes and to carry out a
1970 boundary treaty with
Mexico.
Vetoed, by virtue of withholding ol piesidontial signa
tures. were amendments to
the Older Americans Act
and a proposed law to set up

NEW YORK i API Time magazine
says that Dwight I'hapin. a deputy
assistant to President Nixon, has
admitted to the FBI that he hired Lot
Angeles lawyer Donald H Segretti to
disrupt the campaigns ol Democratic
presidential candidates
Time said Sunday that its information came from Justice Depart
ment officials It said that it had also
learned that Chapin told the FBI that
Segretti's payment was set by
California lawyer Herbert W.
Kalmbach, Nixon's personal
attorney
The magazine said it had learned
that Kalmbach told the FBI that the
money he paid Segretti came from
ash kept in the office of Maurice P.
Stans. finance chairman ol the Committee for the Reelection of the
President

Millionaire
LOS ANGELES tAPi PreiMent
Nixon has become a millionaire since

taking office, the Los Angeles Times
has reported
The newspaper said in a dispatch
from Washington Sunday that Nixon's
personal worth climbed to »1.080,000
because of an increase in the market
value of the Western White House in
Sant'lcmente.
In a linancial statement issued
Sept 16. Nixon placed his net worth
at $765,118 The lower figure was
arrived at because properly was
listed at cost value, a standard
accounting procedure, the newspaper
said

Train crash
CHICAGO 1AP1 Thirty persons
were killed yesterday in a rear-end
crash ol two commuter trains on
Chicago's South side during the
morning rush-hour.
Hospitals reported treating more
than 200 persons for injuries.
The crash occurred while the two
Illinois Central Gulf Railroad trains
were near a platlorm station on the
city's South Side, less than 10 minutes
from the main downtown terminal
A passenger on the train that
initiated the collision said riders

were given about 20 second!
warning "Everybody screamed and
there was a pileup »t people." she
said

Kent survey
KENT iAPI • A poll of 300 Kent
State University students, taken by
the university newspaper shows only
20 per cent in favor of the re-election
of President Nixon but 90 per cent
think Nixon will win the election
Of those who gave preferences in
the poll laken bv ,he Konl s,a,er m
per cent lavored the Democratic
candidate. US Sen George S
McGovern

Nixon leading
NEW YORK I API
President
Nixon held a 26-point lead over Democrat George McGovern going into the
last two weeks of the presidential
campaign, according to the fourth
and linal Yankelovich poll.
The survey, commissioned by the
New York Times and Time magazine, gave Nixon 56 per cent to 30 per
cent for McGovern and 14 per cent
undecided

U.S. 7th fleet withdrawn
SAIGON (API - The
United States has removed
much ol its powerful 7th
Fleet in the Gulf of Tonkin, a
strike force it built to its
biggest level since World
War II. informants disclosed
yesterday
The withdrawal was seen
as another gesture of good
will in an effort to get a
peace agreement with the
North Vietnamese.
Dozens of carriers,
cruisers and destroyers
have quietly steamed southward below the 20th Parallel, and the Navy has halted
all bombardment and new
mining of North Vietnamese
waters above the line, the
informants said

IT HAD BEEN disclosed
earlier and confirmed by
Defense Secretary Melvin
R Laird that all air strikes
had been halted above the
20th Parallel
The 20th Parallel is just
above the port of Thanh
I'IU 85 miles south of Hanoi
and 210 miles north of the
demilitarized zone separating the Vietnams
The U.S. reduction in
effect halts all types of
attacks against North Vietnam's heartland, including
the major cities of Hanoi
and Haiphong and the vital
northeast and northwest rail
lines connecting with China.
While the placing of new
mines has been halted above
the 20th Parallel, infor-

mants cautioned that the
waters are still dangerous to
ocean going traffic since
active mines still remain
IN SAIGON. Foreign
Minister Tran Van Lam said
his government won't sign
an agreement until North
Vietnam withdraws its
troops from the South and
there is agreement on the
exact role of a proposed National Council of Reconciliation and Concord. It is
supposed to maintain a
cease-fire and supervise
elections.
Lam said that under the
present wording of the
agreement, the council is a
coalition government in disguise. Saieon has steadfastly

resisted a coalition government, saying it eventually
would lead to a Communist
takeover in South Vietnam
While sharply curtailing
activities above the 20th
Parallel, the United States
is still staging tactical air
strikes in the southern half
of North Vietnam but has
limited the number of raids
to about 100 a day.
The enemy continued to
back up a threat to intensify
the fighting until the United
States signs the cease-fire
agreement
The U.S. Command announced that American
troop strength in Vietnam
dropped last week by 300
more men to 33.700 The
target is 27.000 by Dec 1

It's your city too!!!
TODAY
^T VOTE!
VUIL!
//

for the

Bowling Green

CITY
Will CHARTER
CITY I

• Home Rule You control your city govern- -,t not a "remote control" for the Ohio General Assembly.
Chartei government allows /« u to "tailor" government to Bowling Green's needs.
Recall - You win now I f able to recall any p|«r ted city offical who does not do his job.
■Accountability 'hen -vi'l be clear de
'
if legislative & executive authority and responsibility.
-■ Checks & Balances - A better balance o* powei is established between the Mayor and Council.
Professionalism l he I barter requires training and expertise in the offices of our City Administrator, Fiscal Director, and Legal Director.
■ Efficiency • F xecutive offices organized nn sound management principles.

— The Democratic Party, Republican Party, and many civic organizations all support the Charter —
POLl S OPF N TODAY TILL 6:30 P.M. ■

VOTE AND THE CHOICE IS YOURS!

DON'T VOTE AND THE CHOICE IS THEIRS
PAID FOR BY: Charter Public Relations Committee - Virginia Humre. Secretary-Treasurer
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Clerk of courts election
ByCvtHatlett
A Bowling Green housewile is challenging the
incumbent Wood County
Clerk of Courts this year
Democrat Shirley Miller
is running against Republican Floyd LeGalley. clerk of
courts for the last seven
years
Miller said she will
attempt to update office procedures if she is elected
IN AN ATTEMPT to learn
new methods and techniques, she has been touring
clerks of court offices in
neighboring counties.
Although she said she
believes her background of
record keeping and secretarial work qualifies her tor
the job. she admitted she is
not fully familiar with the
operations of the Wood
County office She said she
has had no success in
gaining access to the office
A graduate of Bowling
Green Migh School. Miller
attended the University for
several years before she
married She has completed
a course in business
administration through the
Ohio School of Banking
LEGALLEY
ALSO
graduated from Bowling
Green I'igh School and has
attended a number of
seminars on bookkeeping
and income tax preparation
During his seven years as
clerk of courts, he said he
has saved the county more
than $190.00(1 through efficient operation of his office.

"So far. I haven't been
able to find out what she
(Miller) wants to update."
he said.
Miller said she became
interested in politics
through her husband, a
former fourth-ward councilman
She is seeking the clerk of
courts position because of
her experience in business
matters and because she
believes the job is more

oriented to women, she said.
"I'm just as qualified as
the incumbent because of
my experience and background." she said. "I don't
really think the fact that I'm
a woman has anything to do
with it."
ALTHOUGH NEITHER
candidate is willing to
predict the outcome of the
race. LeGalley believes he
has the edge
"There's really no way ol

Bowling Green precinct map

knowing, but I think the
incumbent usually has the
advantage." he said.
The clerk of courts is
responsible for issuing and
transferring all automobile
titles, as well as entering all
orders, decrees, and
judgments for appellate and
common pleas courts.
I.'e must also collect and
distribute all court costs and
keep records of court
dockets

Issues not important'

Coronor post contested
Both candidates for the
Wood County coronor's
office agree that issues are
not important in their
campaigns
Dr Albert Smith 111.30, a
Democrat, is challenging
incumbent Dr
Roger
I'eatee. 54. a Republican, for
the coronor's post
Since the coronor's job
can be handled by any

licensed physician, both
men are qualified for the
position.
However. Dr Smith said
he is in the race primarily to
keep the election on a twoparty basis

He said he suspects that
being linked with the Democratic party in a predominantly Republican area such
as Wood County will have an
adverse effect on his
candidacy

Although he is a serious
Democratic contender. Dr.
Smith does not hold very
high hopes of winning

DR. SMITH established a
practice in Bowling Green
about one and one-half years
ago.
I!is opponent. Dr. Peatee,
was acting coroner for 12
years before he was elected
to the permanent post eight
years ago.
Dr. Peatee said he thinks
he is the best individual for
the office.
The coronor is required to
determine the cause of
death of every person who
dies by criminal or other
violent means, by casualty
or suicide or in any suspicious or unusual manner.

Summer jobs available
Students in need ol summer or Christmas jobs should
apply to employers soon. James L. Galloway, director of
career planning and placement services, said last week.
"The early applicant will definitely be at an advantage in
today's tight job market." Galloway said.
Students interested in a summer job in federal parks or
forests should apply before January to their closest U.S.
Forest Service or Interior Department office.
Galloway said Congress has authorized an expansion of
the summer program beyond the 3.200 jobs open last
summer.

OFFICE OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
Winter Quarter Seminars *
BLUES, JAZZ: BLACK ROOTS

John Lundy

7-9 p.m. Monday

DEVELOPMENT OF POPULAR MUSIC

Oliver Chamberlain/
Larry Durstin

7-9 p.m. Tuesday

Burton Beerman

4:30-6:30 p.m. Thursday

ELECTRONIC MUSIC (For Non-Music
Composition Majors)
FRATERNITY MANAGEMENT, LEADERSHIP
4 RESEARCH SEMINAR

JAPANESE FILM

Raymond Barker/Tim Smith

Charles Lloyd Crow

To Be Arranged

LITERATURE OF PEACE

James Kellar

7-9 p.m Thursday

NEW TESTAMENT & MODERN CRITICISM

Ross Miller

7-10 p.m. Monday

NON-WESTERN MUSIC: AN INTRODUCTION

Oliver Chamberlain

3-5 p.m. Wednesday

the public' out of public
education "

By Mstt Mails
"When you say the student
in a public institution has to
pay back the money funded
by the state, you are taking

posed by Gov. John J Gilligan

That was Charles Kurfess'
evaluation of the Ohio flan
for higher education pro-

Shape Up & Slim Down
Student Special
Planned exercne leads lo
better health. Enroll in a
program and got

7-9 p.m. Thursday)
10-12 a.m. Friday)

Ray Browne/Dick Fillion

ONE FREE WEEK
Gift Certificates available
for exercise courses Penny* rkh Bras A Lingerie Home
exercise equipment.

Richard Kerns &
John Cooper

7-9 p.m. Thursday

MON.-FRI. 9-9
SAT. 9-NOON

SWEDISH SOCIETY

Joseph Perry

7-9 p.m. Wednesday

TEACHERS IN URBAN AMERICA: A FIELD
EXPERIENCE IN TOLEDO

Dal Lawrence

9-12 a.m. Monday

THOUGHT OF TEILHARD DE CHARDIN

James Bacik

7:30-10p.m. Thursday

TOWARD SELF-AWARENESS

Dave Hathaway

7:30-10 p.m. Thursday

Rona Glass
William McNaughton
Richard Hebein

To Be Arranged
3-5 p.m. Wednesday
3-5 p.m. Wednesday

llOW.POERO.

I

KURFESS. speaker of the
Ohio Mouse of Representatives, made the comment Friday while participating in a program assigning alumni to teach
regularly scheduled classes
GUligan's Ohio Plan calls
for each graduate of a state
supported university to
repay the state for the subsidies in effect during his
undergraduate study.
The repayment would not
be made in one lump sum.
but gradually each year and
only after the graduate had
reached a minimum annual
salary.
Kurfess suggested to
members of a state government class that an alternate
program be approved
calling for a system of loans

FIGURE SALON OF B.G.

PORNOGRAPHY & HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS

Beginning Swedish
Elementary Chinese
Elementary Greek

Governor's Ohio Plan
evaluated by Kurfess

7p.m. Tuesday for initial
meeting

LIFE APPRECIATION

3C, 3D-Rod Cross Blag., 150 Gorr.ll Avo.
3E, 3F~Pooto luthoran Church, 1028 W Poarl St.
4A, 4B-Public Library, 304 N. Church St.
4C, 4D- Connsaut School, 542 Haskins Rd
4E--Bowling Oroon High School, 530 W. Poo Rd.

IA, IB, IC-tMf* Stoat School, 225 Ridg.St
2 A National Guard Armory, 212 E. WooilorSt.
2B, 2D-South Main Stroor School, 437 S. Main Sf.
2C, 2E--Crim EUmontary School, Crim Stroot
3A--K«nwood School, 710 Konwood Avo.
3B -Junior High School, 215 W. Woostor St.

354-7271

Sundaes

19$ 29$ 39$

Reg. 30', 40', 50'

Shakes 29$

Interested students must pre-register at the Office of Experimental Studies, where descriptions of all
seminars may be obtained.

"I CANNOT say what
effect the repeal of the
graduated tax would be. ' he
said. "We would probably
end up with a flat rate
income tax which will eventually lead to another
graduated income tax

'Dinner Dates'

Dairii
Queen

All seminars offered for 4 quarter hours of elective credit, graded on Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory
basis OPEN TO ALL

and grants paid directly to
the student
I'e said Ohio residents
must weigh the relative
importance of education to
each individual.
"Take the example of two
students-A and B." he said
"Both have the ability to
complete further education
and the potential of their
contribution to society is
good
"A has the money to
afford college, while B does
not In this case. A does no*
require as much assistance
as B, so B would get more
aid "
Kurfess said he was
opposed to efforts to repeal
the state income tax.

"I'm going home to mother! You'll have to get vour
dinner at Petti s. and
stop looking so happv!

Reg. 40*

fnom 9 till midnight
PRE-REGISTRATION OPENS 9 A.M. WEDNESDAY
Dairy Queen Bldg.

541 Education Building...2-2256

Wooster
1^

SHIRLEY J. MILLER
Democrat For
Clerk of Courts

MILLER FOR CLERK C0MM.
PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

ALPINE VILLAGE

innlnrii Bmriioj 6rOM

Dr. Chas. A. Barrel Chm.
722 N. Grove St.
Bowling Green, Ohio
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Teen Angel' grease revived

Sha Na Na recalls '50's era
By Patty Bailey
Eatertalameat Editor
The Sha Na Na concert
last Thursday night was
enough to warm the heart of
any girl who grew up
screaming over Elvis Presley's pelvis
Memorial Hall seemed
remarkably tree of grease
until one got inside Anderson
Arena Then it hit you
Guys in slicked back hair,
girls in pony tails and bobby
socks,
and everywhere
grease, grease, grease

BUT THE NOSTALGIC
mood vanished as the crowd
waited and waited for a concert that seemed as if it
would never begin People
began milling around,
searching for something to
occupy their time
Guys were pitching
pennies in the outer lobby
and miniature contests over
who was the best greased
were being carried on all
over the arena as people
compared clothing and hairstyles
The Union Activities Or-

ganization 11'AD' who sponsored the concert as part of
"UNcoming '72." brought
out frisbees and the crowd
soon had them sailing back
and forth over the "greasy"
gymnasium floor.
BY *:» P.M. people were
stomping and yelling, demanding that the concert
begin Jerry Martin, program director of UAO. announced that the O'Jays,
who were scheduled to perform prior to Sha Na Na,
had been delaved Me added

Sunken ships searched
By Diaanr Johnson
A University graduate student is helping the state of
Michigan locate and identify
sunken ships in its coastal
waters
John Polacsek. graduate
assistant
in history, is
working
in land-locked
Bowling Green io find and
identify the ships, now estimated to total about 1.500
Polacsek is doing much of
his research at the Northwest Ohio Great Lakes
Research ("enter at the University
A tlt.OM matching fund
grant from the Michigan
Department of Natural Resources financing the study
study
Calf of the funds from the
two-year grant will cover
services and fees for
Polacsek. a masters degree
candidate
Or Richard J Wright,
director of the research
center, is the technical

advisor for the study.
Dr Wright said the study
should be completed by
June. 1974
By the end of the first
year, about 1.500 sunken
ships should be located and
placed into geographical
sectors.
Information on the location, size, type of ship and
the cargo it carried will be
placed on computer cards
during the second year of
the study
THIS DATA will be collected from old ship logs,
naval books, and maps and
will be cross-referenced
with newspaper articles
After the date is filed, researchers
locating
an
unidentified sunken ship in
Michigan waters will be able
to run data through a computer
If the exact identity can't
be determined, the computer should be able to limit
the choices to two or three
lost ships
The study will also aid in
protecting the historical

Little College students
explore election process
Students in the ''Little College' experimental program
will get an inside look at presidential politics this fall
through a series of simulated debates and media coverage.
The students will begin their political activity tonight at 7
when participants portraying Democratic candidates
McGovern and Shriver debate students acting as Republican
incumbents Nixon and Agnew
The debate will be held at WBGU television studio on
Troupe Avenue and will be aired on closed circuit TV
Channel 7.
EACH CANDIDATE will slate his position and give a twominute rebuttal afler all have given their first speeches
Each party's representatives will attend a press conference
the next day and make a public statement on the previous
evening's debate
The representatives will be supported by political party
structures as well as speech writers, advisors and
researchers Other students will be involved in media coverage
The political simulation is designed to give the students a
chance to engage in a combination of different and creative
tasks, calling for extensive research into the issues surrounding the campaign

value of these ships against
treasure hunters and will
provide information to be
used in salvaging projects,
he said.

that Sha Na Na had agreed
to allow the group to perform following them and
were in the process of setting up their equipment as
quickly as they could
Meanwhile. I'AO got some
free publicity for their next
concert by playing the latest
album by "Yes". the group
scheduled to perform on
campus Nov. 16.
WHEN SHA NA NA danced onstage the crowd literally went wild. People
danced, clapped along, hummed and occasionally even
screamed as the group performed ' Jailhouse Rock,'
"Blue Moon." and "At the
Pop." among other '50s
songs
"Teen Angel" got the best
response, especially when
the singer dropped to his
knees onstage, sobbing into
the microphone
At the end of the entire

Red Cross to conduct
blood drive this week
The Red Cross will conduct a blood drive on campus
tomorrow and Thursday in the Grand Ballroom. Union
Appointments to give blood may be made by calling the
Union Activities Organization i UAO I at 372-2343
IXinors must be between 18 and B0 years old and weigh at
least 110 pounds
They must not have given blood wilhin Hie last eight
weeks nor have donated blood more than four times in the
last year
Red Cross officials suggest that donors cat a light lunch
ralher than a heavy meal within two hours preceding
donation
The process usually takes about one hour Pours
Wednesday are 10 a.m. to 4 p.in and Thursday. » am to 3
p in
Additional information about persons mil allowed to give
blood and donation requirements may be obtained by calling
Roily Mack, junior i A&SI. at 372-4508

THE

BGSU FLYING CLUB
IS NOW ORGANIZED
AVIATION & SPORT JUMPING
PEOPLE PLEASE ATTEND
MEMBERS NEED
GOOD RATES ON FLYING & JUMPING

TAFT ROOM — UNION
WED, NOV. 1st —8 P.M.

production Sha Na Na came
back (or three rousing
encores Ihen returned a
fourth time to close the
show with Lovers Never
Say Goodbye'
By this time the crowd
had become lovers of the
group and the irony of the
final song made an
impression on many an
earnest audience member
The crowd had been really
sincere in its participation
during the concert and
although some people were
more "in the spirit of
things" than others, everyone had a good time At the
I'op "

WBGU focus on politics
Politics is the word in four
special broadcasts to be
heard this afternoon on
WBGUKM
Starting at 12 SO p m I he
station will broadcast I wo
programs taped earlier ;ii
the Channel 70 TV sludios
The lirsl will be .in
interview with (lordon Weil,
executive assistant to the
McGovern for President
campaign
AT I p.m. White Pousc

Communications
Director
Herb Klein will discuss the
current election campaign
and the Nixon administra
turn's Vietnam policies
"Of, By and For the
People," a 90-minute special
beginning at 1 30 p m , its a
broadcast designed to bring
the public into the decisionmaking process
Urban
growth,
educational failure, city and
environmental decav and

other issues will be discussed
At 3 p.m Gov. Nelson
Rockefeller Of New York
will discuss President
\i\ons foreign policy.
ROCKEFELLER'S ad
.li ess is the first in a special
two-part exchange, later
featuring a discussion of
Sen George McGovern's
loreign policy by Sen Frank
Church i O-ldaho)
Also this week WBGll-KM

will broadcast a five-part
sci-ies of reports recorded in
Cuba by I'earst Newspaper
reporter John Wallach. the
only American in recent
times to be allowed into the
country
The report, including the
future ol U S hijackers in
Cuba, will he heard daily at
5 pin on the National
Public Radio evening news
magazine.
All Things
Considered

ELECT THESE LEGISLATORS
I*
PAUL GILLMOR

DELBERT LATTA

CHARLES KURFESS

State Senate

Congress

State Representative

ELECT QUALIFIED AND CAPABLE CANDIDATES
EXPERIENCED IN WOOD COUNTY GOVERNMENT
CHARLES
BROUGH

GEORGE
SCOTT

For Commissioner

For Commissioner

For Member
of State Board of Education
(FIFTH DISTRICT)
(Vol. for not i

Sha Na Na ihakct down trw hits of an ora pott with groat*
and toquinod pants and vosts. Tho group performed at
Momorial Hall last Thursday to an eager nostalgic audience

Rock
'n' roll

'• than on*)

WAYNE E. SHAFFER

;=l For Justice of the Supreme Court
'"! (Full Term Commencinq January 1, 1973)
,—
(Vol* lor not more than oot>)

"Hike
Family Night
at Ponderosa
because...

LOUIS J. SCHNEIDER, JR

JOHN
CHEETWOOD

RAYMOND
COLLER

Prosecuting Attorney

Sheriff

WILLIAM B. BROWN

For Justice of the Supreme Court
(Full T?rm Commencinq January 2, 1973)
(Vol« lor HOI aion than OH|

of*

PAUL W. BROWN
LLOYD O. BROWN

. . . every Tuesday night
when I go there, a pretty
girl takes my order, another
pretty girl helps me with my
tray, and another pretty girl
says thank you when she
takes my father's 99 cents.
Besides the pretty girls, I
also like the steak."
Swinging 7-Year-Old

'= For Justice of the Supreme Court
a (Unexpired Term Fndinn December 31. 1974)
(Vet* lor no! mor« Ihu one)

ROBERT E. LEACH
FRANK D. CELEBREZZE

Space Provided for Courtesy of BG NEWS

FLOYD LeGALLEY

■til*/- >
EDWARD NIETZ

DR. ROGER PEATEE

Clerk of Courts

County Treasurer

County Coroner

Paid for by the Wood County Republican Committee; • Robert Barber, Chairman, River Rd., Perrysburg

THURSDAY, Nov. 16-9 P.M.
MEM. HALL

IN CONCERT

TICKETS ON SALE AT UNION

TICKET OFFICE
*4°° & *450
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Viets question U.S. politics
PARIS i APi
The Viet
Cong says it will hold the
United Stales responsible
(or failing to sign a ceaselire accord today but is
willing to go on with the
peace talks later this week
Nguyen ThiBinh. the chiel
Viet Cong negotiator, made
these points at a news con
ference yesterday
She
vowed the Communists will
fight until U)Ul victory
unless the Nixon admini-

stration forces Saigon to
accept the US North Vietnamese draft agreemenl
Both North and South
Vietnam raised the question
of whether US presidential
politics were playing a part
in (he Nixon administration's peace negotiations
THE OFFICIAL Saigon
radio criticized Ihe United
SI,clcs role in negotiations

CONGRATULATIONS

SUE DIDION
and
JEFF BADGER

with Hanoi and charged the
North
Vietnamese were
trying to lure Nixon into a
quick settlement "in return
lor a few ballots ."

Radio l.'anol, quoting the
Communist
party newspaper Nhan Dan. asked of
the Nixon administration
"Do they want to use the

Job sessions extended
The placement office will conduct additional placement
information seminars this week.
James L Galloway, director, said the sessions have been
extended because of tremendous senior interest
Seminars include graduate and professional schools,
today at 3 30 p.m.; resumes. Wednesday Nov 1. 3 p.m .
interviewing techniques. Thursday Nov. 2. 3 p.m .
government opportunities. Friday Nov. 3. 3 p.m.
All sessions will beheld in the Student Courtroom. Student
Services Bldg.
Seniors who wish to attend these sessions should call or
sign up at the Placement Off ice. 360 Student Services Bldg

Alpha Phi Neos

We were pioud ol you at the Dance Marathon

GET "INSPIRED"

The ADPI's
Cultural Boost pretenlt: The ultimate
multimedia show

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
(.ipi
1
5
1 '

15

LUM'S

16
1?

19

Fish, French Fries, Cole Slaw,
Roll and Butter for only 75c
Most restaurants charge this
much for fish alone.
MONDAY NOV B BOO P.M. AND 10:00 P.M.
This ollei is good every
Tuesday Irom II 00 am to Midnight

Stadium Plaza

<W<WWIWW¥WWIW<WWI*W»*»W»W^^

SUPER
MARKET

ihr bl'.n.l
48 Sheik", dom.in.
Ii -ivmliol ol
,-iflorv.

50
and ends.
52 Short dash.
55 Merrhanta or
ships.
58 Slate: Abbr.
59 Memorable
doctor in fiction.
62 Poliah city,
63 Untie.
64 (>enus of
troplral shrubs.
65 Rook of Norse
myths.
66 Flying toys.
67 See 41 Across,
DOWN

island.
3 Journey by
wagon train.
4 Military plane.
5 Bret Harte's
"Heathen
Chinee.**
6 Snooie.
7 Wintery coating.
8 Greek letter.
9
Strait.
10 Moslem Cod.
11 City in Shenti
province.
-_ __.
__
" ■"«*"".«
cream.
IJ
Cowpoke'a
mount.
l8
Andrew
Jackson a
Secretary of War.
22 Pastoral poem.
24 German Admiral

"

18

17

1

25

.

27

26

34

33

■

37

1

19

49
S3

■

B

41

■

"I\

t

65

c

59

CAMPBELL'S SOUPS

LITTLE PRUNE
PANTY HOSE
$ 49

f\QC REG. 1

BGSl) h.iralri Uih 7 9pm. Kurum Student Services Bldg
OnlO Pence \»iion T 8pm HBwnlirl Open lo the public
Vrti\i'(hristi;in Today. 7-9pm. Kaculty Uiunge I'nion
Inter Varist\ Christian Kellowship. 7 30pm 110 Business
Kliiy De k Mrs King speaking on prayer

Young Stvialists toi Jcnncss & Pulle> 7 30pm 301 1'ayes
I'all

00

Skv

LOST siUer Timex w.iteh
10 26KEW \RDph J5215
REWARD' tor into leading
to recovery ol black male
cat long hair, gold eyes
I'asha Iriend lo 3 vr boy'
Toad First 302 S Pros 3533631 or 354 «155

1 lb. size
LIMIT 4

NESTLE'S SEMI SWEET
CHOCOLATE MORSELS

e

< luti ." 30pm. Capitol Room. Inion

LOST iND FOUND

GOOD LUCK
MARGARINE

4/$joo

IMWIH:

IUiSlSkatingt'lub.8 10pm. lee Arena

LIMIT 1

SAFEGUARD
BATH SOAP

Howiuik; Green Volleyball I'lub. 4pm. Mer. s Oyn (»pen
pi .ui in1 f« .ill miert'su*d mjle under)(rads
How linn OnVM Sailinn i'lub. 7pm. 302 Math Silence
IW'kiinniTN A. lajcUCfRWCttag

6/ l

POUND
I dogs
I full
grown
male
Dalmalion
brown leather collar limps,
lound I'niversity Sq
1 full
poem male mixed breed,
rust spots blk patch on tail,
choker & ilea collars, called
Butch lound on campus Call
353 2982

PELP WANTED
12 oi.

LIMIT 2

HOME DAIRY
COTTAGETHEESE
LIMIT 2

LIMIT 2

FREE BAG WITH PURCHASED BAG

FAIRMONT
POTATO CHIPS

69°

"

■

57

56

|

60

61

l

6?
66

64

.

67

»,c

30 Hilo hello.
31 Weal Indian
native.
32 British soldier
34 Chitchat.
39 Caliph's title.
40 Vikings.

SI Coolidges Vice
President
S2 Shopper's
delight.
53 Urge or rouse.
54 Lorna Ooone'a
married name.

Hollywood
,, ••»»»•
*7 In the durapi.
49 One kind of pie.

Services i\& (inrrel
between Ham-4pm

Tuesda>i)ct31.l972

$

8/16 oz. Bottles

44

,

ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS PUZIU

57 GouL.h.
J° """«' r.on'""
*l Slrt.on. for
enimple.

Ave

CAMPUSCA1XNDAR

CHICKEN RICE
BEAN w/BACON
VEGETABLE
VEGETARIAN VEGETABLE

(plus deposit)
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Special

FRESCA
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Good thru Saturday Nov. 4
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5

4 ?T

201 S. MAIN ST. ACROSS FROM 1st NATIONAL

49*

1

4

3

4

p

CENTRE

24 oz.

Linda Davis, a sophomore biology major,
was crowned queon of UNcoming festivities
Friday night. Her court includes Lynda
Thomas, senior (B.A.); Marcia Keith, junior
(Ed.); Diana Muir, sophomore (Ed.); and
Sarah Wright, freshman (Ed.).

Abbr.

playera.
23 Sicilian
landmark.
24 Hindu holy man.
25 Instrument for a
country singer.
28 One of the
Yokums.
30 Mr a thespian.
33 Non-riliiens.
35 Science: Abbr.
36 Native of 19
Across.
37
«rll.
38 Word Kith rod
or gold.
10 Model.
41 Small
salamander.
42 "One and the
••
13 Hebrew umr for
(;oj
tc ii ',
in* .

Present

B0WIING GRfIN STATE UNIVIRSItY BAUR00M
StUDINI TICKETS S? 00 ADVANCE AT STUDENT UNION mill.
KNITIV GRITTY [10WNTOWN i STUDENT SERVICES BLDG
S? SO AT IHE DOOR

ACROSS
Lobster snares
Falalea.
Author of "The
\postlr
34 m. In- in
Mexico.
West Indian
land.
Nickname for a
German girl,
Member of
bridal party:
Phrase.
S.E. Asian
country.
basket."

Tuesday Super Bargains

2/29

The University Skating
Club will hold a membership
meeting tonight at 7:30 in
the Ice Arena
The meeting will include
discussion of plans for this
year and for participation in
Ice Horizons
All members are requested to attend the
meeting

BINH said the Communist
side has gone to the limit of
concessons and would reject
any American attempt to
modify the agreement
reached in secret talks by
Penry A. Kissinger and the

14

NOTE: STARTS THUR.

Skating Club
to meet tonight

2

THIS IS
YOUR WEEK!

ALL NON-STUDENT TICKETS - $3.00

North Vietnamese negotiator, Le Due Tho.
She drew a sharp distinction between the substance
of the agreement and the
original Oct. 31 deadline for
its signature, implying that
the Communist side was
prepared to leave the text on
the table despite the American refusal to meet the
deadline.

negotiations to serve the
political goals they pursue in
their country?"
The broadcast was referring to the U.S. request for
more time before signing
because of opposition in
Saigon.
In Peking. Foreign
Minister Chi Peng'fei of
China and Foreign Secretary
Sir Alec Douglas-r.'ome of
Britain agreed that both
nations want to see the end
of the Vietnam war and the
establishment of a lasting
peace They also agreed
they were ready to take part
in any international peace
conference in Vietnam

LIMIT 1 :»r«.bo9

COLLEGE STUDENTS •
need monev' Montgomery
Ward
\
Co
requires

progressive sales people on
the campus Work your own
hours Obtain commission
on
over
130.000
items
Outstanding opportunity for
right
person
Apply
at
Monigomerv Ward 178 S
Main St
Bowling Green
Ask (or I oi- Kazaha

Freshmen \ Soph business
majors
Acquire valuable
experience working as an
advertising salesman (or the
Be; News 108 Iniversitv
Fall

Wanted waitresses and or
delivery men
Apply in
person
1004
S
Main
PAGL1AIS
Part
time
positions
available male & female
both day and night Auto
helpful, but not necessary
Apply
in
person
Knickerbocker
Building

lien auto repair by exp
mechanic
Reasonable
rates Sal it evenings 686
2333

Chevrotei
Wtekl) Etrniufi male .md
ftnulc Blood Plainu
Donor Center t>10 Monroe Si
Toledo Ohiohrs MivnKn8
5 OpfnThurs nilcs till *#pnt
ph BS-3S3S

SKRVU-KSOKKKRKD
WILL IX) TYPING phone
35393aS

PKRSDNAUS

This Xmas |1VC "' JlWUltll
to those you love Portratli
rnhmited Phntographv 3S2
9227
Ll'M'S super
borgalBI
Fish, trench tries, cole slaw.
n>ll and hutter tor onlv 75<

Pave a break with us VATAN'S will serve coffee
and donuts (rom 9-12 oclock
Pick your Christmas gilts
15'; off EVERYTI'ING IN
TPESTORE

Phi Bigs - gel high lor your
paddle hunt VW are' Love
The littles

White Shellie puppv needs
home BGSl' Dog Lab 3722130 or 352*284

Buffe. You are the greatest
dance partner I ever had I
loveva' Paul

Pommerette
Into
Nite
INTERESTED" Come to
115 Ed Bldg 9pm Wed Not
isl

Dennv lt»3 bigones but
only the beginning I love
you Yourpmmate

Do your Christmas shopping
early at Pager Studio's

To the Sisters ol Alpha i hi
thanks (or all the support
you gave us in the marathon
But(e & Paul

60 washers ft
STADIl'M
LAUNDROMAT
(rom Lums

REEFER MADNESS
COMING

dryers •
PLAZA
2 doors

Sigma Nu used light bulbs
CHEAP Listen to WEAL lor
details todav

Seniors - Senior pictures are
being taken now - call the
KEY oftice today lor an
appointment 372-0086

BEYOND TPE ORDINARY
Chinese tops
to spin
Japanese
GO'
to plav
TPE
WORKING
PAND
(RAFT
CENTER
515
Conneaut tree parking 3539932

Pappy Palluween Sigma Nu
Brothers' Get high lor the
Pumpkin Raid Tuesday at
9 00'

Sparkling Clean. STADIUM
PLAZA LAUNDROMAT. 2
doors (rom Lum's

IT M.I.IS Congratulations
on your Phi Psi pinning
Your DZ Sisters

Wondering
about
an
American small car" Test
drive a Vega with Janet
Wilson
Ralph Thayer

Mustard
Mustard
Neophytes

PI'I PS1 LITTLE SIS RUSP
WED 8-9 30

Mustard
Alpha
Chi

The Broihen ol Theta (hi
vs.iuui hke lo itingralulalc
Jim and Kr» Kob and Bev
on their lavahenngt and
Kick and Maureen on then
cngakicmenl
DZ Tug Team you did the
DZ pull with style and grace "
You deserved more than 2nd
place
The Alpha i hi Neophytes
sa\
tcttvoi T minus 4 and
counting GET PIGP FOR
TPE RWKR kND FLAME

ON"

FOR SALE OR RENT
For sale sweepers new used
& rebuilt Reasonable rales
Ph 352-9188
Round 42 vmvl lop table
t30 352 9254
Philco stereo good condition
must sell • need monev ph
24391
1968 HOC rare* 35.000 mi
low price must sell, call 3525761 alter 5pm
Ausun Fealy Sprite
hard
top lor sale 875-100 call 352
3239 alter 5pm
68 GMC .ton panel 307 V-8
automatic reasonable new
paint call 352-6681 between
9am-7pm
I male needed to share
basement apt
$47 50 mo
322 E MerrvSl
One Im roommate (or two- ,
man apartment (or winter
and spring qls 870 mo Call Becky after 3pm 352-6769
For rent 12 x65 housetrailer
in excellent
condition,
renting trom Jan-Sept S165
mo Call Perrvsburg 8747366 alter Spm

Fact line 372-2445
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Booters face rugged A/VSU
The Bowling Green soccer team
will attempt to extend its six-game
winning streak today at 3 p.m. when
it meets a tough Michigan Slate
squad at the BG soccer field.
The game will mark the third
meeting between the two teams.
Both of the previous outings were
won by the Spartans. 3-0 last year
and 4-2 in 1970.
Seniors dominate the Spartan

roster-meaning the team is loaded
with experience Five Jamaican
player: are also on the roster,
including Lennox Robinson who was
an All-Midwest pick last season
"THEY HAVE an excellent
team." said Falcon coach Mickey
Cochrane "Their skill is tremendous We expect them to do a job on
us
"They had a tough loss Saturday
to Ohio University. 2-0. so we're not
sure what state of mind they'll be in
when they play us." he added

Western Michigan is the only
team with a schedule in common in
1972 to both the Falcons' and the
Spartans' schedule The Falcons
beat the Broncos. 5-2, while the
Spartans beat the WMU. 5-1
GREG BROOKS, suffering from
a sprained ankle, will miss today's
game for the Falcons Eric Seldin
will move into Brooks' spot and
Steve Cabalka and Bud Lewis will
play halfback.
A pair of records may be broken

and another may be tied today. The
first goal scored for the Falcons
will break the school mark for most
goals in a season (28). The old
record of 27 was set in 1969
If that goal happens to be scored
by Warren Keede, it would be his
10th of the year and would set a new
record for most goals in a season
A victory would be the seventh of
the year for the Falcons and would
tie the mark for most games won in
a single season The Falcons also
won seven in 1909

1,139 tickets left for
hockey opener Friday
Scorer

Mike Hartley, maneuvering foe the puck again.! th.
Cleveland Barom earlier in lh* e«hibitK>n uaion, icored two
goali in BG'i 10-1 rout of iho lima Chargora Saturday.

The hockey ID exchange
for the season opener
against Notre Dame Friday
continues today at the
Memorial Hall ticket office
from 8 a.m. to noon and 1
p.m. -5 p.m.

leers stab Lima
By Jack O'Bnu
At ill tut Sporti Editor
LIMA-The Falcon hockey team concluded
its exhibition season with a 10-1 victory over
the Lima Chargers at the Sports t'aven here
Saturday
The win was the second exhibition game
triumph against one defeat for coach Jack
Vivian's crew The loss was to the Cleveland
Barons, a professional team that plays in the
American Hockey League.
Bowling Green scored in every period
against the Chargers, a semi-pro Senior A'
team Freshman Bob Dobek led the Falcon
attack with two goals and two assists
THE FALCONS took a 2-0 lead at the end
of the first period as center John Stewart
cashed in on a penalty shot and Mike
"Bronco" Bartley scored with assists from
Dobek and Jim Lochead
BG added four more goals in the second
period. Senior right winger Pete Badour
tallied with an assist from senior center
Gord
McCosh. Rich Nagai added the
second Falcon score of the period with help
from Stewart
The other BG goals were scored by Bartley
with an assist from Dobek and Steve Ball
from McCosh and Roger Archer
The final period was completely dominated
by the Falcons as they out-shot the Chargers.
22-3
DOBEK AND BARTLEY had two goals
while Archer. Gerry Bradberry and Badour
added one each Senior defenseman Chuck
Gyles had two assists while Bob Didine. Ron

Winthrop Terrace

Antique Clothing
From the
Sublime to the
Ridiculous

NOW RENTING FOR WINTER

501 Farnsworth
Waterville
878-4711

Exclianges will continue
until Thursday at & p.m. or

Quarter - Rates Start At
$50.00 Per Person For A
2 Bedroom - 2 Full Baths
OFFICE AT WINTHROP SOUTH
352-9135
OPEN TUES & THURSDAY TILL 9:00 P.M.

Any tickets remaining
after 5 p.m. Thursday will
go on sale Friday morning at
the Memorial Kail ticket
office priced at fl for
students and II 50 for adults
Tickets for Saturday's
football game against Ohio
University are also on sale
at the Memorial Hall ticket
office.

SEND TODAY FOR
FREE CATALOG ON

"INJURIES AREN'T going 10 benddle us
as they have in the past Vivian said.
In other weekend action, the BG icers beat
St Clair College 61 in a scrimmage match at
the lee Arena Friday
Once again the Falcons managed to score
in every period as they lit the red light once
in the first stanza, three times in the second
and twice in the third period
The leading BG scorer was Wise with two
goals Greg I'atch. Glenn Barnett. McCosh
and Stewart contributed one goal each to the
Falcon cause.
Didine had two assists while teammates
Brian Celentano. Bob Watson. Jim Park. Ron
Stone. Nagai. McCosh and Stewart added one
apiece
What about the season opener against
Notre Dame''
"It depends upon how our young defense
stands up." Vivian said "I think we can
score enough goals against them to win."
The Falcons have the scoring fire-power
However, goaltending and defense are the
keys to victory, the coach said

INFRA-REDS

"Grand Opening"
NOV. 1st

A total of 1.1S9 tickets
were still available for exchange as of 8 am today

Wise. McCosh. Bradberry and Bartley
contributed one apiece
Lima's only goal came in the final stanza
as center 1'owie Evers scored unassisted.
In goal. Terry Miskolczi had 15 saves for
the Falcons while John Kaul slopped 32 shots
for the Chargers
Vivian was pleased with his team's performance I'e said the game showed consistency for the Falcons, who hadn't played
three solid periods to date
The Charger contest, along with the
previous ones proved the BG icers have
depth. Vivian said

until the ticket supply is
exhausted.

C/UV«»rjs
AFLOAT

NevnphetobyCoHSekf
U ,
tlQlry

It's a "hairy" situation when four soccer piayors are going
aftor on* ball. Tho BG bootors put an unbeaten streak on tho
line today again*! Michigan State at lh* soccer field.

FALCON Hot Line
372-BGSU

ALPHA DELTA PI
/S PROUD TO WELCOME
THEIR NEW BABY LIONS
Kathi Ebersole
Katie Edie
Nancy Gervinski
Sallie Halloway
Peg Jarvis
Kathy Kearns
Suzanne Krupa
Nancy Manecke
JoAnne McDonald
Jan Mclntire
Peggy Pethtel
Cory Short
Linda Speer
Barb Weissgerber
Sue Zenar

SUPER TUESDAY

YOUR SEMESTER
AT SEA
Academic Credit.
Financial aid available.

WCA, Chapman Collage, Box CC11, Orange, Cal. 92666

— political advertisement

EXPERIENCE is
spelled...
X BROUGH

Vote
Republican
CHARLES
BROUGH
county
commissioner
Paid for by Brough
for commissioner
committee
Carl M. Good
Chairman
613 Bexford, Perrysburg

THE PARTY
CANDIDATE

TONIGHT

AT D0MIN0S
For This Record Breaking Night We Have 20 Drivers

USE THE DOMINO DOLLARS YOU RECEIVED
LAST WED., THUR., FRI. & YESTERDAY FOR
$
1°° OFF a Large CHEESE, PEPPERONI
OR MUSHROOM PIZZA
FAST, FREE, HOT DELIVERY 352-5221

From one beer lover to another.
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Falcons smell tangerines again
TU thrashes Redskins;

Miles clips records

AAid-Am put in limbo

as BG tramples Herd

News Special
TOLEDO-Thc
MidAmerican
Conference is "open for business" once
again after Toledo's stunning 35-21
upset victory over Miami Saturday put
the MAC title chase into a shambles
Two weeks ago Kent State jumbled
the league with a 14-10 upset over
Bowling Green At the time the win
appeared to give Miami the inside
track to its first MAC crown since 1966.
But Toledo's Rockets, picking up
steam last weekend, did what was
thought to be the impossible by using a
bullseye passing attack and a fired-up
defense to beat the Kedskins in the
Homecoming game at the Glass Bowl
NOW BOWLING GREEN, which
appeared to be all but eliminated from
the MAC race two weeks ago. could be
considered the front-runner
The Falcons finish their MAC schedule with the last place Ohio Bobcats
this Saturday at Ferry Field. A BG win
would put plenty of pressure on
Western Michigan and Kent Stale for
the MAC title.
Western, tied with BG at 2-1-1.
travels to Miami this Saturday.
Kent State, 2-1. faces Miami Nov. II
in Oxford and Toledo Nov 18 at Kent
With two wins, the Golden Flashes
would claim the title outright
SHOULD WESTERN AND Bowling
Green tie for the conference championship, a vote by the league's athletic directors would determine who will represent the MAC in the Tangerine Bowl.

By Dan Casseday
Assistant Sports Editor

The MAC
Overall
W L T
BOWLING GREEN.. 4 2 1
Western Michigan....5 2 1
Kent State
3 4 1
Toledo
5 30
Miami
5 2 0
Ohio
3 5 0

Looking in retrospect at last Saturday's Bowling Green-Marshall football
game, there was probably one mistake
the Herd made that overshadowed all
others.
When it won the toss of the coin, it
elected to play.
Marshall picked the wrong day to
visit Perry Field. The Falcon offense
broke loose for the first time this
season, paving the way for a 46-7 nonconference victory that snapped a twogame losing streak and gave BG
its sixth straight Homecoming win.
Junior tailback Paul Miles and junior
reserve quarterback Hal Watz paced
an offensive explosion that resulted in
seven BG touchdowns and 385 total
yards, compared with the undermanned Herd's single tally and 88 net
yards.

MAC
WIT
211
2 11
2 10
2 20
12 0
13 0

Salarday
HOWLING GREEN «. Marshall 7
Toledo 35. Miami 21
Western Michigan 34. Ohio 17
No. Illinois 28. Kent State 7
Toledo, now 2-2. humiliated the
league's top defensive club {Miami,
now 1-2) with 495 total yards, including
339 in the air. The Rocket defensive II
held the nation's leading rusher. Bobby
I'lichens to just 60 net yards.
Toledo did it inspite of fumbling the
ball nine times and losing it on six
occasions.
Quarterback Bruce Arthur completed 20 of 31 passes for 339 yards and
two touchdowns for the Rockets while
Jeff Calabrese set a club record of 13
receptions. Tailback Joe Schwartz
tallied three touchdowns for TU.
WITH ARTHUR LEADING the
charge, the Rockets put nine points on
the board in the first period, and kept
rolling with 13 more in the second
quarter to lead at halftime. 22-0 The
dazed Redskins never recovered.
Miami got as close as 28-13 in the
fourth quarter, fell behind 35-13. then
scored on the final play of the game to
make it 35-21
Miami coach Bill Mallory said the
Hedskins were outplayed and outcoached He said his team didn't
expect the Rockets passing game led
by Arthur to be as effective as it was
Toledo mentor Jack Murphy said his
team likes to pass to gain first downs
First down is a good time to do it and
passing is what the Rockets do best, he
said.

After two straight defeats coach Don Nehlen had a lot to
smile about last weekend. The Falcons smashed Marshall, 467, while Toledo upset Miami to put BG back in the MidAmerican Conference lace.

Harriers win 2
By Ed Hobson
Staff Writer
Bowling Green s cross country team
recorded two MAC victories as it
defeated Central Michigan and Toledo
Universities at its home course Saturday
The Falcons streaked by Central
Michigan. 17-46, and (hen shut out the
Kockets by a perfect 15-50 mark
Steve Danforth, Tracy Elliott and
Craig Macdonald finished together in
24:53 for a three-way individual
championship

NINETEEN

SECONDS

later.

Central Michigan slipped its first man
across the line BG's Bruce Vermilyea.
Bob McOmber and Dan McFarland
took the next three places with identical 25:39 times.
Besides finishing in a three-way tie
for the individual title. Danforth.
Elliott and Macdonald now hold the
home course record for Bowling
Green. The trio shattered Dave
Wottle's old mark (25:04) by 11
seconds.
"They ran pretty much like we
wanted.'' said Falcon coach Mel Brodt.
"We had a distinct advantage in that
we ran together."
Next Saturday, the Falcons will be
hoping to gain a victory in the MAC
championship The biggest obstacle in
their path is defending champion and
archrival Miami University
EARLIER THIS year in the All-Ohio
Championship BG and Miami fought to
what was virtually a draw A freakish
set of statistics awarded Miami the
meet championship, but gave BG the
dual "mini'' meet championship.
In order to defeat Miami the Falcons
will have to break up the Redskin pack.
Brodt is looking for one of his bottom
three runners to do the job
"I don't care who moves up." he
said "I'd like to see all three men
iVermilyea.
McOmber
and
McFarland) move up I'owever. if one
of them can slip in and break up
Miami'spack. 1 think wecan will."

IN FACT, BECAUSE Marshall
quarterback Reggie Oliver was thrown
for losses totaling 47 yards, the Falcon
defense held the Herd running attack
to minus 32 yards.
Miles enjoyed his greatest day as a
Falcon, racing for four TDs and 217
yards rushing. He also caught two
passes for 20 yards, giving him 233
total yards for the afternoon
The Paulding flash set a personal
mark in the second quarter with a 62yard scoring dash and by game's end
he tied a team record and set another
THE TD RUN gave him a mile
rushing in his varsity college career
His four TD's running tied a Falcon
standard and the 217 total yards on the
ground is a single game record.
Watz, listed as fourth string quarterback most of the season, suddenly
became the Falcons' signal-caller late
in the second period when starter Reid
Lamport left the game with a hip
injury
At that point BG led 6-0 and had a
second down and 16 yards-to-gosituation at the Falcon 38-yard' line.
Watz came in from the bench and on
the first play pitched back to Miles,
who raced through the Marshall
defense 62 yards for a 13-0 BG lead that
virtually iced the game
FROM THEN ON Watz mostly
handed off to the Falcon running backs
and watched them run for 304 yards
against the beleaguered Marshall defenders.
Watz was thrust into the limelight
after Lamport left the game because
Joe Babies was nursing a foot injury
from the game against San Diego
Third-string quarterback Ed McCoy
was punting and backing up both the
defensive backs and the quarterbacks
It didn't seem to matter who was

taking hand-offs. however, as the
Falcon offense moved at will, especially after Watz came in. Nonetheless. Nehlen said he thought Watz
did a good job in the clutch.
"HE DID THINGS pretty well, considering he went in in a pressure'
situation.'' the Falcon boss said.
Nehlen said Watz was graded at 75 per
cent efficiency, which was "good, considering he hasn't had much work."
He didn't need much work with Miles
carrying the ball The fleet tailback
rushed for 142 yards in the first half
and scored both TDs. the first coming
in the initial stanza on a 29-yard jaunt.
The Falcons had a 13 point lead at
intermission
When the third period began. Miles
took up where he left off. On the first
series, he capped a 69-yard drive in six
plays by running 42 yards for his third
touchdown
Then the Falcon defense took over,
blocking three Marshall punts, each of
which led to scores.
THE FIRST CAME on the next
series after Miles' TD Gary Zelonis
blocked Marshall punter Mike
McKinney's kick on fourth down at the
Marshall 20
Tom Fisher scooped up the ball at
the two-yard line and walked into the
end zone for a 26-0 BG lead.
Bill Centa deflected Marshall's attempted kick on the next series, which
paved the way for a four-yard Miles TD
run.
Then Bill Fisher got into the act at
the end of the quarter, blocking new
punter Randy Kerr's attempt Don
Dillingham took advantage of that
break, capping a 66-yard drive with a
three-yard scoring run
After that, the BG substitutes
mopped up
Following a Marshall touchdown on
an Oliver-to-Lanny Steed pass, freshman tailback Mike Watson answered
with a one-yard plunge for the final
score of the game.
MARSHALL COACH JACK Lengyel
had little to say after the game, the
second straight severe beating
administered to the Herd by a MidAmerican Conference team (Western
Michigan beat MU 44-0 last week)
"You've got to be realistic,'' he said
"We had a lot of injuries and had
trouble maintaining any consistency
Injuries and lack of depth snowballs."
Nehlen was more optimistic,
especially after hearing Miami lost. "I
feel very good about the race." he said
"I think we can still go to the
Tangerine Bowl."
Right now his only problem is
picking a quarterback to start against
Ohio University this Saturday.

Sweet revenge for Miles
By Keiny Wblte
AsslsUat Sports Editor

He's off

N.w.ph.1. by Mania J. Ion,.,
Hard-charging Pawl MaW brooks • couple of tocltW* ennui* to 217 yards
rushing against Marshal, a teom retard. NUkse ah.Madvl> standard wwh
four TDs.

A wide smile was mirrored on the
face of Paul Miles in the jubilant
Falcon lockerroom after his greatest
collegiate performance to date helped
demolish Marshall, 46-7
The "Paulding Pacer." along with
the rest of the offensive unit, broke out
of .< long scoring slump and completely

4th stringer guides gridders

Sonny Jurgensen? No, Hal Watz
By Fred R. Ortllp. Sports Editor
The No 9 who trotted onto the
lootball held in the second quarter
Saturday was not Sonny Jurgensen of
the Washington Redskins It was Hal
Watz
Who and what s Hal WaW
Good question
He's Bowling Green's fourth string
quarterback who spent most of the fall
in practice running the plays of the
team BG prepares to meet each week
HIS GAME EXPERIENCE is
virtually nil Except for two series of
downs against Toledo in the JV game
Oct. 19. Watz has spent all his time
toiling in practice.
Saturday was only the second time

the Dayton junior dressed for a varsity game
But when Reid Lamport injured his
back with less than six minutes left in
the half. Watz got his first crack at the
big time.
Lamport's usual replacement. Joe
Babies, hadn't recovered from a
hyper-extended foot injury suffered in
the San Diego game Number three
man Ed McCoy had plenty to worry
about with his punting chores and
number two safety position.
ON HIS FIRST play, Watz pitched to
Paul Miles and threw a key block on a
linebacker to help spring Miles on a 62yard TD sprint It gave BG a 13-0 lead
and opened the way to a 46-7 victory.
"Hal is a little more sound but Ed
has more God-given talent." said

coach Don Nehlen "Ed has enough on
his shoulders, though
"We gave him (Watz) more work
after Joe i Babies) got injured last
week." said Nehlen. "But heck, he's
got a class till four twice and week and
can't get to practice until five. The
thing that pleased me most was when
you look around and see Joe out and
Reid out. there's Hal who says. Coach.
I can do it.'
"THERE'S NOT too much that
bothers him. He's probably the
smartest guy on the team."
Watz is a physics major, has a 3.5
accumulative average and aspires to
be a doctor. He showed the poise of a
surgeon against the Thundering Herd.
While just about anybody could have
handed the ball to the backs, Watz did

perform unlike the usual fourth
stringer-he committed few mistakes.
He completed two passes in two
attempts for 13 yards. Nehlen admitted
Watz "gave us some spark."
"The score (6-0 at the time) didn't
bother me." said Watz. '"I just wanted
to drive down the field for first downs.
1 concentrated on getting the ball to the
man, carrying out the fakes and
making no penalties."
WATZ, WHO ADMITS he's got the
"speed of a wounded antelope." said he
plays football to stay in shape. He was
switched from defensive back last
spring to quarterback, the position he
played in high school.
"It's a lot easier on the morale to
play a position you like." Watz said.
"Quarterback is fun to play."

devastated the Thundering
bewildered defense.

Herd's

Miles finished the afternoon with 217
yards in 27 tries and entertained the
fans with football's newest dance, the
"Touchdown Bugaloo." after scoring
four TDs.

that clicked with precision and produced virtually at will.
"We've played some good defensive
teams this year." Miles said. "It takes
time for the parts to fall in place, but

THE 217-YARD effort set a BG
single game record formerly held by
Fred Durig (206 yards in 19521. The
four TDs tied a club record.
Miles was awarded an unprecedented 12 Falcon heads (individual
awards given out by the coaches which
are placed on the player's helmet) for
his effort.
The previous high was eight by Phil
Villapiano.
Miles was in on two 65-yard drives
for two awards, had three runs of 25
yards or more for three: scored four
TDs for four; rushed for over 65 yards
for one: graded at 85 per cent efficiency for one; and was a member of
the punt team that held Marshall to no
yards on returns.
"This is the turning point of the
season," Miles said. "It took some
time, but our offense is ready to click
and put the pouits on the board."
THE POINT TOTAL against
Marshall marked the first time
"Clockwork Orange" offense had
scored over 19 points. The offense
resembled the machine of last year
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SPOITS
today the passes were there and the
holes were there and that's why we
scored a lot."
Miles finished his day's labor with
scoring runs of 29. 6?. 42 and four
yards. He also showed toe Herd that he
could catch the pigskin making two
receptions for 20 yards
HIS ONE CATCH of a screen pass
was a spectacular effort. After he
caught the ball, he used some nifty
moves to free himself from would be
tacklers to pick up a first down.
It was a day the alumni, fans,
players and coaches will remember for
a long time. No. 29 is back, with the
same cockiness that made him an outstanding player when he was a sophomore

